
Gcology. - On the Occurrence of the Danauformation in Martapura 
(S. E. Borneo). By L. H. KROL. (Communicated by Prof. L. RUTTEN). 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 30. 1926). 

Dr. J. K. VAN GELD ER kindly sent me an off-print of the Proceedings 
of the "Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen" at Amsterdam 
(Section for Physics). containing a communication by Prof. L. RUTTEN 
on the subject expressed in the title of this papsr. As I do not get off 
with a whole skin there. I may be allowed to put in a rejoinder. 

Pirst of all I must premise that I am now isolated in the "rimbu" of 
W . Borneo and secluded from all the literature and maps. so that I feel 
somewhat handicapped in my defence. Still. I will try to call to mind the 
material that has to back me up. 

When residing in the Southern- and Eastern Division I of ten asked 
myself how HOOZE came to speak of Alino- and Waringin clayrock. 
Whenever I crossed this formation. I was confronted especially with 
siliceous rocks with very fine-grained weathering products. 

I grant that some hand-specimens he broke off are indeed clayrocks. 
although the qualification "sticking to the tongue" cannot serve as the 
only criterion for the determination. N ow it appears that of the 19 rocks 
determined more precisely by Prof. RUTTEN . no fewer than 14 are called 
siliceous slate. silicified tuf{ or siliceous. 

By using the term clayrock HOOZE has caused confusion. and has led 
his successors somewhat astray. 

Por the present demonstration I start from the position of tbe Intrusiva 
of Martapura in the geological profile. At the time I came to the 
conviction that these rocks (namely in the Meratusmountains) are intra
cenomanian. because they have metamorphosed. especially along the 
south. the cenomanian limes with Orbitulina concava into mar bIe. where
with also magnetite originated (see KROL Jb. Mijnwezen 1918. Proceedings 
p. 330 and Verslagen en mededeelingen betreffende Indische Mineralen 
e~ hunne Toepassingen N°. 9 - Ijzerertsen van Pleihari). 

It might be argued that only in one locality. viz. near the Batu Kora. 
both the contact phenomenon. and the presence of Orbitulina have been 
recognized. which would go against my conception by assuming. e.g . 
that the intrusiva of tbe Meratus mountains are older than Cenomanian 
and that this intrusiva rock of tbe Batu Kora is the only one that is 
intracenomanian. 

But if we mark all the localities of these iron-ores on the map from 
Talok-Takisung on sea in tbe soutb-west. as far as the Sei Pontain in 
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the north east. it will be se en that all these localities are situated on 
three parallel lines. which tectonic lines run again parallel to those of 
the Meratus~mountains. The limes have disappeared almast everywhere. 
and have fallen a victim to erosion. Only a few relics are extant of the 
vast and stupendous lime~rocks of olden time. 

This. in my opinion. is sufficient proof of contact~metamorphous 

activity of the intrusiva during the Cenomanian over their whole length. 
sa I wonder that Prof. RUTTEN has taken sa little notice of my account. 
and calls my condusions singular. 

In those places where the lime has been destroyed byerosion. the 
iron~ore (assuming a vertical descent) lies on the rock on which the 
lime has been built up. I assume a vertical descent. not a rolling 
displacement because nearly all the iron~ores are situated on the tops 
of the hills (e.g. G. Tembaga near Pleihari). On that account these 
rocks are older than the Orbitulina~limes, but since they are also 
metamorphous. I take them to be the lowest layer of the Cenomanian. 

Macroscopically and microscopically these rocks are quite similar to 
the Tambam-quartzites, already found by VERBEEK, for which reason 
they are referred by me to the Cenomanian. But when looked at they 
also resembie the rocks of G. Waringen. 

Most aften they are grey with pink tints and black veins, they have 
a very irregular deavage, which reminds us of pressure phenomena, but 
the usual microscopie inspection did not reveal radiolaria 1). 

Since I did not consider it probable that the mighty intrusiva should 
have generated contact-phenomena only on the south side. I supposed 
them to have occurred also on the north side. In the Meratus-mountains 
the crystalline rocks received consideration in this respect (see KROL 
p. 330 1 st paragraph); in the Bobaris-mountains in the centre the crystalline 
slates; in the north the Alino- and Waringin~layers. 

That these rocks are metamorphous, is also evident from the description 
by HoozE and RETGERS. 

Besides it is also apparent from the picture of the landscape, I admit. 
however, that also aid er rocks may have been metamorphosed by the 
intracenomanian intrusiva. (See 1. c. p. 331). 

Now Prof. RUTTEN has been confronted with radiolaria in the 
Waringin-Alino-rocks, which he parallels with the Danauformation of 
MOLENGRAAFF in W. Borneo. Whether this is quite admissible over 
such a distance, I will leave undecided here; na doubt a doser palae
ontological examination - such as HINDE'S examination of MOLENGRAAFF'S 
radiolaria - could certainly have yielded more positive evidence. 

I take it, however, that similar stupendous movements of the soil have 

1) During my geol. survey of the Pal oh-district I found on Gg. Rasau (Serawak boundary) 
quite similar rocks. which on microscopical examination by Dr. GISOLF appeared to 
contain radiolaria and are on that account referred by me to the Danauformation. 

23* 
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not taken plaee within eomparatively narrow limits. so that I shall have 
to revise my opinion about that part of Borneo. 

Then. however. the eonsequenee of RUTTEN's find is that this Danau~ 
formation will appear to oecur over a very large traet in the part of 
Borneo mapped by HOOZE and myself. so that the major part of what 
I marked as Cenomanian has to be considered as Trias~Jura. (See KROL 
p. 354 bottom). 

T 0 sum up we come to the following eonclusion: 
1°. The intrusiva of the Bobaris and Meratus~mountains are to be 

eonsidered provisionally as intracenomanian. until other data shall be 
known. 

2°, These intrusiva have metamorphosed the sediments of the Ceno~ 
manian as weIl as those of the Danauformation. 

In conclusion Prof. RUTTEN'S find opens up singular perspectives 
relating to the origin and the locality of the Borneo~diamonds. The data. 
however. have not yet been sufficiently studied for further communications. 

Ngabang~Landak. July 1926. 




